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Society's recent emphasis
on exercise and healthy nutrition is a good thing, says Nilly
Barr, but the downside is that .
it can mask or even encourage .
eating disorders.
Barr is a psychotherapist,
and after a quarter-century as .
a counselor, she has seen
countless women struggle
with their weight and eating.
habits to the point that their
lives are defined by numbers:
pounds,' calories, fat grams, .
minutes of exercise.
One of Barr's goals is to
help women build a healthier
. relationship with food and
their own bodies. One way she
does that is through photoNilly'Barris
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a psychotherapist in Greenville.
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graphs of how beauty
standards have shifted
over the centuries, from
well-rounded beauties in
Renaissance art to the'
Marilyn Monroe hourglass to ultra-thin supermodels of recent years.
"I wanted young people and everyone else to
· see how insane this mod:
el is, that we are sup- posed to change our natural body to fit whatever society has now decided
is the standard of beauty," says Barr.
That simple demonstration has evolved into
an art exhibit called
"Body Lines: A Retrospective Look at the 'Perfect' Female Form," on .
display during March at
. Nilly Barr is a co-founder of ED Aware, a group that raises awareness of eatinq.disorders
Coffee Underground.
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Tennessee_
which is presenting the
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from a professor at UniInterests; Meditation, -yoqa, bJcyciing
"We wanted-to do
versityof Tennessee for
You can go: "Body Lines: A Retrospective Look at the 'Perfect'
some community efforts
Barr to expand her horiFemaleForm," will be on display throughout the month of
zons, and she ended up
and educate our commuMarch at Coffee Underground. Admission isfree.
nity locally about body
majoring in human serimage, about these unrevices.
Realizing that she
alistic expectations and.
. cussion on eating disthat starts with "disordered eating;" That
standards that we have
. orders March 21 at Cofcould blend her passion
and, hopefully, reduce all; includes behaviors such
fee.Underground, as well with her pragmatism was
the disordered.eating,"
an important moment for
as over-exercising, drasas an applied theater
.Barr says ..
tically reducing food
workshop on body image
Barr, and it's something
And, Barr says, to let.
intake to make up for. .
March lOat Warehouse
she tries to help her
· people know about the
overeating, pre-occupacounseling clients un-,
Theatre.
Barr has been in prac- . derstand as well.
tion with food arid caloresources available to
"I'm always talking
·help people who are deal-'- ries; and can extend to
tice for 2S years, but
ing with these issues. .:
throughout her college
about balance with peofull-bldwn disorders,
The-idea behind "Body Barr says.
years, she struggled with ple. It's been such a deep
·Lines" is to encourage
thing for me, and I try to
"Many start. the day
exactly what career path
. thinking, 'OK, however
women to "stop playing
she wanted to follow.
live it and teach it and
"I always knew that I
my weight is or however
guide people. That was
that game because the .
cost is too highrpeople .
I thiIik my weight is, is
wanted to helppeople,
the struggle. In underare dying, and relationgoing to determine what
but I've always been a
graduate school, I wasvery practical person, in
ships are suffering. Peokind of day I have. I'm
struggling with how do I
. ple's purpose in life and '. good todayI'm not good . my view very pragmatic
balance my passion with
-.their self-esteem and- - . today.' Themore you go
in my decisions," Barr
my practical needs. And
- who theyareand how'
from normal healthy _
says. "I wanted to make
it took a couple of wise
they live their lives, the ..... eating toward the illness
sure I was going to be
people to guide me, and
, price tag keeps going .: QUt, the more you move
able to be independent, .
fortunately, while I can
higher and .higher;" Barr . ori that continuum, the.
stand on my own feet, not be stubborn, I'm not that
.says.
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more everything is condepend on a man to supstubborn. I listened to .
An eating disorder
tingent on it:' she says.
port me. In college, I
wisdom. So they helped
doesn't always manifest
tried everything else:
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eomputer science, broadthe two, and it's worked
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casting .... I was trying to
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